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Do you know how you are going to exit your business? You may have a
dream of going public, selling to the highest bidder, or retiring and handing
over your business legacy to your family.
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Cat Fleas
(Ctenocephalides
felis (Bouché))

BUSINESS SUCCESSION
6 FAMILY
By Norman Cooper

Fleas are external blood feeding
ectoparasites of mammals and
bird species belonging to the
order Siphonaptera. They are
important pests because they
not only cause discomfort by
biting, but are also important
vectors of disease. The name
Siphonaptera comes from
the Greek words siphon (to
suck) and aptera (wingless).
Approximately 2,500 flea species
have been described worldwide,
but by far the most common flea
infesting both cats and dogs in
North America is the cat flea
(Ctenocephalides felis).

Family businesses in the United States account for half of the country’s
workforce and almost 65 percent of the Gross Domestic Product yet,
surprisingly, less than ten percent of family businesses survive beyond the
second generation.
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10	
ACQUISITIONS
By Norman Cooper
Many large pest management companies in the United States are now
enjoying unprecedented, growth and profits. Acquisitions have proven to be
an important factor in their sustained growth and their strategy continues
to project the likelihood that the pursuit of acquisitions has not abated.

TOP 5 BUSINESS VALUATION MYTHS
12	
By Dr. Stanley J. Feldman
A whole mythology has grown up around valuation of private businesses.
De-mystify the process and learn how to avoid the pitfalls.
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EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

A

s reported earlier, NPMA has developed a new Road Map, a document that
establishes a strategic framework for the organization’s future. The four
guiding philosophies of the plan speak to the Association’s efforts to:
1) provide unparalleled education and information, 2) protect the industry through
sound public policy, 3) ensure effectiveness and efficiency in our governance and
operations, and 4) grow the industry by promoting the importance of professional
pest management and strengthening the public’s perception of the industry.
I am proud of the work that is being done in all of these areas by our dedicated
volunteers and staff. This month I’d like to highlight some of the initiatives taking place
in our efforts to grow the market and enhance the perception of the industry. Much of
our strides in these areas come from work done by the Professional Pest Management
Alliance (PPMA). While NPMA provides leadership in the other areas of our
operations, PPMA is tasked with educating consumers about the role pest management
professionals play in protecting the public health, property, and food against pests.
Here’s a look at some of the most recent ways PPMA is providing benefit to the
entire pest management industry by the visibility and exposure they are creating.
Over the past several weeks, PPMA…
■■ Created a host of recognition events such as Termite Awareness Week, Bed
Bug Awareness Week and National Pest Management Month, all of which are
recognized in Chase’s Calendar of Events.
■■ Produced a new public service announcement, “First Responder,” in cooperation
with the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America. The 30- and 60-second
spots are designed to educate viewers about how prevalent pest related allergy and
asthma triggers are in U.S. homes.
■■ Produced a new online video series called “Health Checks,” featuring their medical
spokesperson, Dr. Jorge Parada. The videos discuss pests and their associated
health threats taking viewers through the risk, symptoms and typical treatments
they can expect if suffering from one of these pest-related illnesses.
Dr. Parada also addresses the importance of preventing pests and partnering with
a pest professional.
■■ Partnered with the Council of Better Business Bureaus, showcasing the industry’s
commitment to advancing marketplace trust and behavior. As part of this
partnership, they will develop multiple consumer tip campaigns.
■■ Completed the 3rd “Bugs without Borders” survey in partnership with the
Dr. Mike Potter and the University of Kentucky.
■■ Garnered more than 78 million impressions worth an estimated $8 million in ad value
(compared to 8 million impressions, worth $2 million ad value in the year prior).
PPMA is an essential resource in NPMA’s efforts to grow the market, yet this
affiliated organization exists only through the generosity of approximately 300
companies who voluntarily contribute to these efforts to educate the public.
While only several hundred companies are supporting the work, each and every
company benefits from PPMA’s results. To those who are PPMA Guardians and
Contributors, thank you for contributing to the industry’s growth and for helping
enhance the reputation of our professionals. I urge you to learn more about PPMA
at www.npmapestworld.org/ppma.
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DO YOU KNOW HOW YOU ARE GOING TO EXIT YOUR BUSINESS?
You may have a dream of going public, selling to the highest bidder, or retiring
and handing over your business legacy to your family.
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ig dreams aside, the truth is that many small business
owners have no exit strategy for their businesses in the
event of their disability, retirement, or death. Given
the current economy, it isn’t surprising small business owners
focus their energies on business survival, future growth, and
even remaining active in business after retirement. However,
a business exit strategy not only means having a plan for
the unexpected—including financial hardship, injury,
disability and even death—it also means having a plan for the
succession or transfer of ownership of your business when it
comes time to hang up your hat and retire.
Here are a few things to consider as you plan your business
exit strategy:
Develop a Succession Plan
There is no “one plan fits all” when it comes to developing a
succession plan for your business. But following these five steps
can help provide some practical direction and deliver the peace
of mind that comes from knowing that your life’s achievement
is in good hands.

Choose Your Successor
Choosing a successor is an intensive effort that calls for an
examination of all employees who potentially have skill and
ability to lead the company. If you have difficulty narrowing
the field, you may want to seek the advice of your board
of directors or that of a search committee you assemble to
help you select a successor. These two approaches can help
take some of the emotion out of this decision and can add
objectivity to the process. Experts generally estimate that
succession planning should begin 15 years before you intend
to retire. This way you have time to oversee your successor as
he or she learns the business and hones his or her skills.
Develop a Formal Training Plan for Your Successor
To develop a successful training program for your successor,
identify the critical functions of the company. Immerse your
successor in the business of your company so he or she sees
both the depth and breadth of the operation. This may sound
simple enough, but there is a certain amount of “letting go”
that goes along with teaching your successor by allowing him
or her to learn, grow and make mistakes before assuming the
helm. By creating a culture that encourages the person to take
charge within broad guidelines, you establish space for your
successor’s style to fit with your broader business goals.
Establish a Timetable
Set up a training timetable and a timetable for shifting control of
the company. If succession is to be successful, you, your successor
www.npmapestworld.org

and your management team need to know who is in charge of
what and when. Your successor can’t succeed if you overrule
decisions routinely. Also, a timetable helps motivate your
successor to move through his or her training program quickly
and successfully, with a clear understanding of what the coming
roles and responsibilities are going to be when you move out of
day-to-day operations.
Prepare Yourself for Retirement
It’s also important to outline a plan for your transition from
officer and operations manager for the company. Begin your
retirement plan early. That retirement plan may encompass
recreation, travel, community service or another business
venture—whatever is right for you. As your successor takes on
more and more responsibilities, spend time planning how you
will continue to be energized and involved in other activities
away from the business.
Install Your Successor
You owe it to your company’s future and to yourself to install
your successor in your lifetime. Once that’s accomplished,
you need to be prepared to let your successor carry out the
role for which he or she has been trained. Ultimately, your
successor’s success or failure is up to him or her. You can lay
the groundwork, provide the training and establish a culture
for your company. From there, the senior management and
board of directors are both the support system and checks and
balances for the company.
The Process of Exiting Your Business
Whether you are selling your business, transferring ownership,
seeking retirement, or facing a “forced-exit” such as bankruptcy
or liquidation—planning your exit is a big undertaking that has
implications on employees, your business structure, its assets, and
your tax obligation. Before you embark on your exit strategy, be
sure to engage your lawyer and even a business evaluation expert.
That way, you will be sure that you have explored all the options
available to you.
While succession planning is a challenging task, it is worth
the reward of watching your business grow and succeed in the
next generation. As you work on your succession plan, be sure to
seek the assistance of outside advisers such as your accountant,
attorney and your investment or insurance professionals, since
your succession plan will have far reaching impacts from a tax,
investment and legal perspective.
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Family Business

SUCCE
Treating your family like a family and your business like a business
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SSION
BY NORMAN COOPER

Family businesses in the United States account for half of the
country’s workforce and almost 65 percent of the Gross Domestic
Product yet, surprisingly, less than ten percent of family businesses
survive beyond the second generation.
Family Summit Meetings
A well-developed family succession plan can act as a cohesive force in passing
the torch. It is virtually never too early to institute family business “summit
meetings” on a regularly scheduled basis and to include those younger family
members that are mature enough to understand the proceedings. Keep notes.
These family summit meetings may explore various business options and
decisions. Hopefully, that will eventually evolve into a workable template for
company goals and policies. Over time, a written policy statement should be
formalized and amended when necessary.
Objectives
Establish specific objectives for your family business such as:
■■ Continuing the company’s legacy
■■ Upholding community ties

www.npmapestworld.org
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■■

ISSUES TO CONSIDER
Separate rules should be in place for family members engaged in
the company’s service and for those family members not working
in the company but that are shareholders in the company.
How will company officers be selected? Will they have clearly
defined responsibilities? Will their compensation be based upon
performance? Who decides?
Should inactive shareholders have the ability to veto the
company manager’s strategic plans?
Determine the conditions and terms under which the company
may employ family members.
Implement a process for conflict management.
Consider the benefit of family trusts, especially if you want to skip
a generation for tax or other reasons.
In the event that company shares are bequeathed, restrictive
clauses should be in place so that company shares stay in the
family OR that the family retains the right of first refusal to
purchase.
Avoid liquidity crises. Inactive family members should not be able
to force cash on demand.
Bear in mind that the divorce rate has drastically increased in
the past few generations. Do you want to delay financial rewards
over and above earned salary for an extended period of time for a
son-in-law or daughter-in-law?

8
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■■
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■■

Maintaining a strong financial position for the
accumulation of wealth for family members
Creating job security for family members
Establishing a consensus family viewpoint regarding their
future wants and needs
Reinforcing family harmony and demonstrating “fairness”
to siblings

Family Business Succession should be seen as two
different issues
Management of the company and ownership of the company
are two distinct issues. They should not be assumed to be
the same. The most successful multi-generational family
businesses recognize that not all family members have
equal ability or ambition or desire. That’s fine. Those
family members who are qualified to work for the business
and choose to do so should be fairly compensated for the
contributions they make to the increase in value of the
business, just as a professional non-family member would
have to be incentivized to remain and be aligned.
Caveats
For the most part, the chance for an heir to become part of
a successful, established company provides an outstanding

www.npmapestworld.org

opportunity. However, it can also become a crutch.
The company should NOT be thought of as a family
“parking zone” or “rehab center”. It should be clearly
understood that competence in the pest management
industry is even more vital to success than carrying the
family name.
Know the true value of the family business—not
only its value to the family but to potential non-family
buyers as well.
Innumerable complex issues, questions and solutions
can be resolved by attorneys, accountants, consultants,
estate planners and financial advisers but do not lose
sight of the fact that even the most indispensable and
well-intentioned advisor will sometimes put greater
emphasis on the varying services and products that
they utilize—that’s their expertise and bias. It’s up to
the family to focus on the big picture and direct their
advisors to focus on the issues most important to them.

of multiple generations of owners in the same company,
at the same time. Their specific patterns, business
approaches and even a fundamentally different worldview are often the result of generational influences
and characteristics. There can sometimes be as many
as five generations of a single family involved in a
family business bringing together different influences
and points-of-view which can often lead to chaos and
misunderstanding. Tact and communication between the
differing generations can lessen the chasm and can lead to
rapport and reap benefits.
It’s also important to know when it’s time to step
aside. I was on a panel recently, when several panelists
explained how they’ve retired and “only come into the
office 3 or 4 days a week.” One of the audience members
commented, “None of you have passed the torch yet. So
far, you‘ve only allowed your kids to touch the torch”.
It’s important to know when to truly step aside and let

Multi-Generational Stack Up and Passing
The Torch
Because people are now living longer than ever
before, generational stack-up is more likely to occur.
Generational stack-up can be defined as the convergence

www.npmapestworld.org

the next generation lead.
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You can reach Cooper, a past NPMA president and
longtime pest management mergers-and-acquisition
consultant, at normcooper@verizon.net.
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Many large pest management companies in the United States are now enjoying
unprecedented, growth and profits. Acquisitions have proven to be an important factor
in their sustained growth and their strategy continues to project the likelihood that the
pursuit of acquisitions has not abated.
BY NORMAN COOPER
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Pest management acquisition prices are at

People sell pest control businesses for a

their highest level right now.

variety of reasons.

This past year was a blockbuster year for mergers

Some are ready to get their chips off the table and

and acquisitions. A great many pest management

cash in, others are burnt out or bored and still others

acquisitions were concluded in 2012, spurred in

may suffer from poor health or even the death of a

large measure by the expectation of higher taxes,

company principal. Divorce or a partnership buyout

expiring tax benefits and the specter of unfriendly to

will often force a sale and some owners realize that

business regulations beginning in 2013. Publicly held

they are undercapitalized and cannot develop their

companies, many loaded with cash, can jump start

resources much further. A considerable number of

their continuing quest for market share, improved

pest management owners are of the “baby boomer”

profit and higher stock values by purchasing and

generation and have now reached that point of life

integrating pest management firms with theirs.

where well-deserved retirement beckons.
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Prepare now if you hope to get the best possible price
AND terms.
Do you have a written “exit strategy”? Is it your plan to sell when you
reach…..years? Or reach retirement? Or when your company’s volume
reaches $........dollars or when your youngest daughter gets married?
When your eldest child graduates from college? Or even when you’re
ready to “pass the torch” to family members. All are credible goals but
keep in mind the possibilities of changing economic, health or personal
conditions. Shifting strategies and timetables may have to be adjusted
and sometimes requires hitting a moving target.
■■ Concentrate now on optimizing your company’s true value
■■ Focus on signing up a higher percentage of recurring accounts
■■ Get rid of extraneous expenses and “dead wood”
■■ Accelerate your accounts receivable collections
■■ Avoid long term contracts (leases, advertising, etc.)
■■ Try to settle pending claims and potential lawsuits
■■ Keep financial reports neat, understandable and available
Know how much your company is really worth.
Take a look at the article on page 12 to learn some valuable
information about business valuation.
Truer words were never spoken than “Money isn’t
everything.”
The terms of the sale, in addition to the price, are every bit as
important. How much money will be paid at closing? How long,
how often and how much will payments amount to? Interest? What
contingencies could affect the total price? How financially solid is the

purchaser? How valid is the purchaser’s collateral? If this is an asset
purchase agreement (and virtually all pest management acquisitions
except for the very largest companies are asset purchases) which assets
is the seller excluding from the sale?
Lawyers, accountants and consultants are each essential if
you expect to get the most favorable deal, however, each
has their specific expertise in differing areas.
Accountants should be conversant with balance sheets, profit and loss
statements, EBITDA, changing tax codes and which elements of the
proposed Purchase Agreement could provide better tax advantages
for the seller. It has been said that accountants are born with the
www.npmapestworld.org

DNA that solely measures profit and loss statements. Too often,
however, they are not familiar with the most current buy and sell pest
management developments.
Lawyers, of course, should be familiar with business contract law
but lawyers and accountants should not be involved in the primary
negotiations of price, terms, etc. Even though they may have been
splendid in resolving accident claims, family matters, in buy/sell matters
and in tax matters. In general they do not know the unique value of pest
management companies.
Accountants and lawyers should not negotiate selling price nor
terms but can negotiate, at the proper point in negotiations, regarding
legal definitions and tax consequences. If the buyers proposals are
convoluted or obscured by legal minutiae or verbiage I ordinarily
suggest that the seller make a written list of questionable particulars
and have a discussion with his attorney to ask the attorney if the salient
points in the buyers proposal are commensurate with what he (the
seller) believes was in conformity with the original proposal discussions
and if the proposal harbors “hidden land mines” that were never
discussed or negotiated. Do not hesitate to make sure that you fully
understand the details.
Consultants ideally should have a vast body of experience
specific to selling and buying in the pest management industry
rather than merely general buying/selling experience (commercial
cleaning, real estate, manufacturing, and even other types of
service businesses that have very different criteria and dissimilar
valuations). The ideal consultant should be familiar with the
current pest management market—with who is buying and at
what price and what terms? And who, among potential buyers,

is looking for what size companies in which specific geographic
areas? The consultant should have the respect and rapport with
the principals of large, medium and smaller pest management
companies as well as with other “non-conventional” sources
including venture capital firms, investment banking affiliates and
private equity groups. A savvy broker will have good contacts and,
in addition to bringing the right purchaser to you, will walk you
step by step through these vitally important decisions.
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You can reach Cooper, a past NPMA president and longtime pest
management mergers-and-acquisition consultant, at normcooper@
verizon.net
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Valuing a private business
should only be done when
the business is ready to be
sold or a lender requires a
valuation as part of its due
diligence process.
Although the business sales
and lending processes generally
require that valuations be
completed, if these events
represent the first time an owner
has a valuation completed, then
you can be sure critical business
and estate planning issues
have not been addressed. If the
business is to have a life beyond
that of its current owners, then
effective planning for ownership
transition requires a regular
valuation of the business.
Ownership transition may
include gifting some percentage
of ownership shares to family
members during the owner’s
life, thus reducing any tax on the
owner’s estate at death. If a firm
has several owners, a buy-sell
agreement with accompanying
life insurance should be in place
so that if an owner dies, the
remaining owners have sufficient
funds to purchase the deceased
owner’s interest at an agreed
upon value. The buy-out value
under these agreements should
be updated regularly to reflect
the firm’s financial progress over
time and the valuation approach
used should be one of several
acceptable to the IRS.

12 PESTWORLD
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MYTH

Businesses in my industry always
sell for two times annual revenue
(the revenue multiple). So why
should I pay someone to value
my business?

Data on selling prices indicate
that revenue multiples within
an industry are generally all
over the lot.

The short answer is that data on selling
prices indicate that revenue multiples within
an industry are generally all over the lot.
These rules of thumb used by business
brokers, the individuals who often facilitate
private business transactions, are median
multiple values. The median value indicates
that half of the revenue multiples are
below the median value and half are above.
Thus, the median value is just a convenient
midpoint and does not represent the
revenue multiple for any actual transaction.
Unless the firm that is being valued is truly a
median firm, then using the industry rule of
thumb for this purpose is clearly wrong.

3

MYTH
A local competitor sold his business for three times revenue six months ago.
My business is worth at least this much!

Maybe yes and maybe no. What happened six months ago is not really relevant to what something is worth
today. What your business is worth today depends on three factors:
1. how much cash it generates today;
2. expected growth in cash in the foreseeable future; and
3. the return buyers require on their investment in your business.
First of all, unless your firm’s cash flows and growth prospects are very similar to the competitor firm,
that firm’s revenue multiple is irrelevant to valuing your firm. Moreover, without getting into the nuances
of finance, even if the competitor firm was equivalent to yours in every respect and both firms were sold
today, if interest rates were higher today than 6 months ago, the firms would likely sell for less than three
times revenue. Conversely, if rates were lower today than six months ago, the firms may be worth more
than three times revenue. In short, the value of your business, like the value of IBM stock, is likely different
today than six months ago because economic conditions have changed.
www.npmapestworld.org

Business
Valuation
Myths
MYTH
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How much a business is worth depends on
what the valuation is used for!
The value of a business is its fair market value
(FMV). According to the Internal Revenue
Service, the FMV is what a willing buyer will
pay a willing seller when each is fully informed and
under no pressure to act. While there may be a FMV
range, the wider the assigned valuation range is, the
less reliable is the valuation and the more likely it
becomes that the valuation will face greater scrutiny
from potential buyers or the IRS.
Consider the example of a parent selling a
business to a child. The incentives to assign a low
valuation under these circumstances are significant.
Given that the parent pays taxes on the difference
between the value of the stock sold to the child and
its value on the firm’s books (book value equity),
establishing a low value on the firm’s stock results
in the parent minimizing the capital gains tax owed
to the IRS. The child, on the other hand, has to
come up with less money, because the sales price
of the business is much lower than its FMV. These
types of transactions are common and the IRS is
always looking for abuses. Alternatively, an owner
of a business may make a charitable contribution
of company stock. In this case, there is a significant
incentive to place the highest possible value on the
donated shares, because this will result in the largest
charitable tax deduction. If the value of the donated
shares is outside the FMV range, an IRS audit may
well be in the donor’s future.
www.npmapestworld.org

BY
DR. STANLEY J. FELDMAN,
CHAIRMAN, AXIOM
VALUATION SOLUTIONS AND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
FINANCE, BENTLEY COLLEGE
Originally published
by SCORE, www.score.org.
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MYTH
Your business loses money, so it is not worth much.

Most private businesses appear to lose money. Appearances, however, are often
misleading. Unlike public companies, the separation between ownership and
management does not really exist in a private firm. Thus owners have some discretion
over how they categorize cash flow generated by the business. Quantifying the size
of these discretionary expenses is often a critical determinant of the firm’s value. As
such, owners should keep a tab on what these discretionary expenses may be so that,
when they are ready to sell the business, they can document these facts to the buyer. By
doing so, the seller increases the buyer’s confidence that the business does legitimately
generate the cash the seller claims and, accordingly, increases the buyer’s willingness
to pay the asking price for the business. In the final analysis, there are many important
reasons that business owners should know the value of their businesses long before
they decided to sell. By understanding the basics outlined above, you should be able to
successfully plan the financial future of you and your family by understanding the value
of your most important asset—your business.
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NEW!

LESCO 50 Gallon Tank Sprayer
Electric or Manual
Cox Hose Reel

UDOR IOTA20
Pump

3/8” x 200’
Hose

6 HP Subaru Engine

Stainless Steel
Frame - Light
weight, strong,
rust resistant

Polyethylene Tank

Specifications
#81JDL95CP32IO20

#81JDL95CP22IO20

50
6 HP Subaru
UDOR IO20
(5GPM 275 PSI)
Cox Manual Reel
3/8” x 200’
Jet
39”x21.5”x44.5

50
6 HP Subaru
UDOR IO20
(5GPM 275 PSI)
Cox Electric Reel
3/8” x 200’
Jet
39”x21.5”x44.5

Weight

185 lbs.

205 lbs.

Warranty (*)

2 Years Sprayer
1 Year Pump

2 Years Sprayer
1 Year Pump

Tank Size
Engine
Pump
Hose Reel
Hose
Agitation
Dimensions
(LxWxH)

*Consult Owners Manual for full warranty details.

We’re your pest
control source!
John Deere Landscapes offers a large selection of pest control products
from the best manufacturers in the industry. Get all the supplies you need
for residential and commercial pest management including tank sprayers.
– Convenient locations
– Full product assortment for all
Pest Management Professionals

– Training and recommendations
– Responsive delivery
– Terms and incentives

800-347-4272
www.JohnDeereLandscapes.com
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CAT FLEAS

(CTENOCEPHALIDES FELIS (BOUCHÉ))
M AY / J U N E
2013
Introduction
Fleas are external blood feeding ectoparasites of mammals and bird species belonging to
the order Siphonaptera. They are important pests because they not only cause discomfort
by biting, but are also important vectors of disease. The name Siphonaptera comes from
the Greek words siphon (to suck) and aptera (wingless). Approximately 2,500 flea species
have been described worldwide, but by far the most common flea infesting both cats and
dogs in North America is the cat flea (Ctenocephalides felis).
In addition to pet cats and dogs, cat fleas have been observed on a wide range of wild
hosts including: opossums, raccoons, skunks, foxes and coyotes. Studies have shown that
urban wildlife is more commonly infested with cat fleas than their more rural counterparts.
Wildlife hosts often act as a reservoir for fleas in the suburban environment resulting
in reinfestation of pets or infestation of homes where no pets are present, but nuisance
wildlife species have taken up residence in the chimney, attic or crawlspace.
Public Health Importance
Adult fleas are obligate blood feeders and are capable of transmitting plague and murine
typhus; however, the Oriental rat flea (Xenopsylla cheopis), not the cat flea, is the primary
vector of the disease causing agents associated with these illnesses.
Cat fleas also serve as intermediate hosts for dog tapeworm
(Dipylidium canninum) and rodent tapeworm (Hymenolepis
diminuta), which occasionally infest humans, especially young
children, when infected fleas are accidentally ingested.
Skin reactions to flea bites are often delayed, with itching,
redness and the development of a wheal, reaching its peak
in 5 to 30 minutes. Bites often occur in groups and are most
commonly found on the ankles or lower extremities.

N P M A L I B R A RY U P D AT E

Top and bottom left: Adult Ctenocephalides felis
Right: Larva(e) Ctenocephalides felis

Identification
Adults are approximately 1/8 inch (2.5 mm) long. Their bodies are flattened laterally (side to side), with no
wings present. Color may vary from dark brown to black. The female’s head is twice as long as high with
short club-like antennae over each compound eye. The mouthparts of fleas are well adapted for piercing and
sucking as adult fleas feed exclusively on the blood of their hosts as ectoparasites. Cat fleas have both genal
and pronotal combs present, each composed of 16 spines. The first two anterior spines on the genal comb
are of about equal length. Fleas are capable of moving quickly through hair or other surfaces and are readily
recognized by their jumping behavior when disturbed.
Life Cycle
All fleas exhibit complete metamorphosis. Like most holometabolous insects, the adult and larval stages
occupy different niches. Adults live on the host, while eggs, larvae and pupae develop in warm humid
microhabitats in nearby areas. The majority of the flea population in an infested structure is usually in the
egg stage (50%) with larvae (35%), pupae (10%) and adults (5%) representing the remaining portions of the
population.
Adults

Upon emergence from the pupal cocoon, adult fleas immediately seek a desirable host by orienting toward
moving object in its environment and launching itself toward a potential host with its strong jumping legs.
Once a suitable host is found, adult fleas typically spend the remainder of their life on the animal without
leaving. Feeding and mating begin immediately upon finding a host and eggs are produced within 24 hours of
the initial blood meal.
Eggs
II

Flea eggs are small (0.1 to 0.5 mm), ovoid and pearly white. Adults fleas lay approximately one to two egg per
hour beginning about 24 hours after finding a host and mating. Eggs are laid on the hosts and readily fall from
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the coat of the animal, accumulating in greatest numbers in areas where the host animal spends the most time
(resting and sleeping areas). Cat flea eggs hatch in approximately 1 to 6 days. Egg development time is highly
dependent on temperature and relative humidity, with development progressing more quickly in locations
with higher temperature and relative humidity.
Larvae

Mature larvae are about twice the length of adults, measuring 3-5 mm. Usually well hidden, the legless larvae
appear whitish and slender. The larva’s well developed head bears chewing mouthparts and no eyes.
Flea larvae feed on organic material in the nest or bedding material of the host. An important nutritional
resource for larvae is the nutrient rich droppings (flea dirt) produced by adult fleas that fall from the host. Cat
flea larvae are prone to desiccation and prefer microhabitats with high relative humidity (greater than 75%).
Larvae exhibit both positive geotaxis and negative phototaxis, meaning they move toward the pull of
gravity and away from light. This behavior results in flea larvae harboring in shaded areas outdoors, or deep in
the pile of carpets or within pest bedding areas indoors. Flea larvae survive poorly when exposed to areas with
direct sunlight with little cover like tile floors or well maintained, sunshine rich lawns or other environments
where relative humidity drops below 50%.
Pupae

After approximately 5 to 11 days, mature larvae spin a silken cocoon from a pair of mandibular silk glands.
Debris from the environment adheres to the sticky silk cocoon resulting in a protective, camouflaged, 3 mm
case inside which pupation occurs. Under ideal conditions, development from the pupa to adult stage takes
only about five days.
Pre-emergent adults

Adult fleas may remain inside the protective cocoon until stimulated to emerge by the presence of a host.
Adults may remain inside the cocoon for a period of many months in a quiescent state with a reduced
metabolic rate and reduced susceptibility to dessication. External stimuli such as vibrations, movement, heat
and carbon dioxide cause adults to rapidly emerge from the cocoon and seek a blood meal on the host.
Control
Cat Flea Control on Pets

In general, most pest management firms hold the client responsible for ensuring that the pet is treated for fleas
at the time of treatment. In the past 15 to 20 years, extremely effective flea treatment products have become
available for consumers to apply directly to pets or via veterinarian prescribed medication. As with any over
the counter, consumer applied insecticide, customers should be cautioned to carefully read and follow label
instructions when utilizing these products. A good recommendation is for the client to consult with the
animal’s veterinary care provider for the best way to treat the animal.
Cat Flea Control Indoors

Many pest management firms find that a three-pronged approach to flea control indoors will yield good results.
The first step is the application of a residual insecticide formulation to control adult fleas that are emerging
from the pupal cocoons in search of a host. Common application sites include carpeted floors and upholstered
furniture. Be sure to check the product label before application to be sure that the product is labeled for use on
the application site. The adulticide product will control adult fleas moving about on the surface, but typically
will not provide good control for larvae hidden deep in the carpet, or pupae inside their protective cocoons.
Larvae and eggs are impacted by the second part of the program, application of insect growth regulators.
One kind of insect growth regulators, specifically juvenoids, are synthetic products designed to mimic a
naturally occurring hormone found in insects but not present in humans or other mammals. In a nutshell,

III
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as long as a flea is producing juvenile hormone in its body, it will remain in the juvenile state. By introducing
a product that mimics the structure of juvenile hormone into a flea larva’s environment, it is unable to
successfully progress into the biting adult stage. Many insect growth regulators intended for flea control also
exhibit significant ovicidal properties as well. In many cases adulticide and insect growth regulator products
are combined in a tank mix or a ready to use formulation for ease in application.
The final part of a successful cat flea control program involves the use of vacuums. Pre treatment
vacuuming by the customer will physically remove eggs, larvae and organic debris that larvae use for food. In
addition to pre-treatment vacuuming, daily post-treatment vacuuming is an extremely important part of the
service. While adulticides and insect growth regulators help to control eggs, larvae and adults, those life stages
make up only 90% of the population, and these approaches do not control pupae and pre-emergent adults
protected inside cocoons. Vacuuming on a daily basis for up to two weeks after the treatment, will stimulate
fleas to emerge from inside the protective cases and come in contact with the residual product applied to
carpeting. Educating the customer about the importance of vacuuming and the likelihood of seeing newly
emerged adults for up to two weeks following treatment is essential to managing customer expectations and
reducing the likelihood of unhappy clients. (Note: clients should be instructed to dispose of vacuum bags or
dust bin contents outdoors after vacuuming.)
Outdoors

Flea treatments outdoors should be focused on shady, protected areas where pets tend to rest or sleep. Shaded
locations under porches, trees and shrubs are ideal habitats to support the development of eggs and larvae due
to the increased humidity levels in these microhabitats. Sunny areas in the middle of well-manicured lawns
rarely need treatment, as these areas are not primary habitat for cat fleas as eggs and larvae exhibit reduced
survival in these areas.
Pest management professionals from across North America are reporting increases in flea calls. Armed with
information about the biology and behavior of this pest, technicians will be better prepared to tackle tough
flea jobs and provide clients with outstanding results.

«
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ASK THE EXPERT

Q
A

Over the last year or so, I’ve heard a lot about
pyrethroid label changes. I’m embarrassed to
ask, but how do I know which insecticides
are pyrethroids?
Pyrethroids insecticides are some of the
most commonly used active ingredients
in the professional pest management
industry. Pyrethroids work in the same way that
naturally occurring pyrethrins do, by inhibiting the
on off switch of nerve cells, called sodium channels,
resulting in uncontrolled firing of the nerves. Unlike
pyrethrins, pyrethroids are more photostable and
provide longer residual action. In general, you can
recognize pyrethroid insecticides because they end
with the suffix “thrin”. Examples include: permethrin,
bifenthrin, deltamethrin, lambda-cyhalothrin and
as well as many others. If you’re still not sure, ask
your distributor or supplier representative. Most
importantly, read and follow the label directions on
the container that you are using. The label is the law.

Q
A

Now that I can no longer apply rodenticides
beyond 100 feet from man-made structures,
what are my options for controlling rats
away from buildings?
The good news is that you have a number
of options to consider. First, make sure that
you have identified all of the man-made
structures nearby. Since the label language has been
changed from buildings to structures, applicators
have more flexibility when identifying application
sites. For instance, the newest labels now allow for use
“in and around man-made structures constructed
in a manner so as to be vulnerable to commensal
rodent invasions and/or to harboring or attracting
rodent infestations”. Examples include “homes and
other temporary or permanent residences, food
processing facilities, industrial and commercial
buildings, trash receptacles, agricultural and public
buildings, transport vehicles, docks and port of
terminal buildings and related structures around and
associated with these sites.” The new labels specifically
exclude fences farther than 100 feet from these manmade structures, but you may be able to identify
a suitable structure near your application site as a
reference point.
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If no man-made structures are within 100 feet
of your application site, you still have a few options
left. Traps could be used, or non-anticoagulant or
first generation anticoagulant rodenticides could
be applied directly to active burrows. Take a close
look at the label instructions to make sure that
the active ingredient and formulation that you are
using is approved for burrow baiting beyond 100
feet and check with your distributor or supplier
representative for more information about available
products and formulations.

Q
A

My client has mice living inside pallets of
pet food in her store. I have placed traps and
baits around the pallet, but the mice don’t
seem interested. Any suggestions?
You probably already have this figured out,
but the reason that you are not having any
luck with the control devices placed around
the pallet is that the mice aren’t travelling beyond the
confines of the pallet and therefore don’t have the
opportunity to interact with the devices. The mice
are able to nest, feed, and reproduce all within the
confines of the pet food bags.
I would suggest that the client consider carefully
moving the pallet to an area away from other items,
maybe even outside of the building. Completely
surround the infested pallet with sticky traps (don’t
be shy, use a lot). After the pallet is completely
surrounded, carefully off-load each of the pet food
bags onto a clean pallet outside of the ring of sticky
traps. As mice are disturbed they will be caught on
the sticky traps as they attempt to escape. Carefully
inspect each bag for damage and evidence of rodent
infestation before loading it onto the clean pallet. If it
shows signs of mice, discard it.
www.npmapestworld.org

The minimum required topics for training
that must be completed by December 1, 2013
to comply with the revised OSHA Hazard
Communication Standard include:
Label Elements
 ew information workers should expect to
N

Often products may arrive at retail outlets
already infested. Instruct your customer to carefully
inspect all incoming items before introducing
them to the general inventory. If product is infested
upon delivery it should be refused and the supplier
should be notified. This might even turn into a sales
opportunity for your firm if you can identify the
source of the infestation and work to control it.

Q
A

OSHA is requiring that all employees
receive additional hazard communication
training by December 1, 2013. What does
my company need to do to comply?
In March 2012 the Occupational Health
and Safety Administration (OSHA)
revised its Hazard Communication
Standard (HCS) to align with the United Nations
Globally Harmonized System of Classification and
Labeling of Chemicals (GHS). In order to help
improve workers’ understanding of the hazards
associated with chemicals in the workplace, two
significant changes require the use of new labeling
elements and standardized formats for Safety
Data Sheets (SDS, formerly Material Safety Data
Sheets or MSDS). In order to help companies
comply with the changes, OSHA is phasing in
new requirements over the course of several years.
The first compliance date for the revised HCS is
1 December 2013. By that time, employers must
have trained workers on the new label elements
and SDS format. For more information about the
training requirements visit: https://www.osha.gov/
dsg/hazcom.
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see on chemical labels, including:
■

Product Identifier

■

Signal Word

■

Pictogram

■

Hazard Statement(s)

■

Precautionary Statements

■	
Name,

address and phone number of

the chemical manufacturer, distributor
or importer
■ H
 ow

an employee might use labels in the

workplace. For example:
■ H
 ow

label information can be used to ensure

proper storage of hazardous materials
■ H
 ow

label information can be used to locate

first aid information if needed.
■ G
 eneral

understanding of how the elements

work together on the label. For example:
■ H
 ow

multiple pictograms may be used to

demonstrate multiple hazards associated
with a chemical
■ I f

multiple, similar precautionary statements

are warranted, the one with the most
protective information will be included on
the label.
New Safety Data Sheet (SDS) Formats
■ T
 he

standardized 16-section format and what

information can be found in each section.
■ H
 ow

information on the label is related to

the SDS
Adapted from: OSHA Fact Sheet: December 1st,
2013 Training Requirements for the Revised
Hazard Communication Standard
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3642.pdf
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MARKETING CORNER

READY, SET, PITCH!
HOW TO GET MEDIA EXPOSURE FOR YOUR
PEST CONTROL BUSINESS
A Step-By-Step Guide to Successful Media Relations
BY MISSY HENRIKSEN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PPMA

T

here’s no denying that a little publicity can be
extremely beneficial to growing your business,
especially in today’s volatile market. With

marketing budgets constantly on the cutting board, it’s
crucial to find inexpensive tactics to get the word out
about your brand or service. As a result, media relations
has become a staple in many business communications
strategies. A mention in the local newspaper can put
your company on the map, build credibility among the
public and potentially lead to a boost in sales without
costing a dime.
Unfortunately, securing media coverage is not an
easy task because there is a lot of competition for a
limited amount of space and airtime. In addition,
major cutbacks at news organizations have forced
journalists to do extra work in a shorter period
of time, leading to more syndicated news and less
traditional reporting.
So, the question remains. How can you get media
exposure for your business in a competitive news
environment? Here is a step-by-step guide to help
you land positive publicity for your pest control
brand or service.

Determine Your News Angle
The first step in trying to secure media coverage for
your business is to identify the news angle. This may
seem simple, but it’s often where businesses stumble
in the media relations process. In order to get on a
journalist’s radar, your story idea must be newsworthy.
Journalists often look for news that is timely, relevant,
important and interesting to their target audience.
Consider one of the following news topics:
■■ New employee hires
■■ Partnerships or acquisitions
■■ New services or products (Try tying this pitch to
a trend or consumer demand to avoid being too
promotional.)
■■ Awards and recognitions
■■ Pest problems specific to your area
■■ Seasonal pest-proofing tips
■■ Industry trends
It’s also beneficial to monitor the news on a daily basis
because a current story could trigger a possible news angle
for your business. For example, if your local newspaper
ran an article on summer travel, you could reach out and
share tips for preventing a bed bug encounter on vacation.
By staying apprised of the daily news, you are giving
yourself an advantage in the media relations race.
Identify Target Media Contacts
Once you’ve determined an appropriate news angle,
the next step is to identify the media outlets you would
like to contact on behalf of your business. Start by
considering your geographical location and that of
your customer base. Identify the local newspapers,
TV and radio affiliates in your service area and add
them to an Excel spreadsheet. Then, research other
media outlets that may be a good fit for your story idea
including general news websites, blogs and industry
magazines.
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After building a list of target media outlets, you’ll
need to identify the correct contact at each outlet
and obtain their contact information, which can be a
time-consuming process. One way to find contacts is by
digging around on a publication’s website. Occasionally,
publications include their media kit online, which
is usually found in the “About Us” or “Advertising”
section. The media kit gives an overview of the outlet,
its audience and staff members. You can also check the
“Contact Us” section of the website, which frequently
features all employees and their “beat.” If you still aren’t
confident you’ve found the appropriate contact, try
calling the general news desk for verification.
Another way to see which reporters are covering the
pest-related industry is to monitor the news for similar
topics. If someone writes an article related to your
brand or service, add them to your media list, and send
them a quick note acknowledging their coverage and
suggesting they keep you on file as a future reference.
Craft an Appealing Pitch
The next step in the media relations process is to craft
an appealing pitch—a description of a potential story
idea usually sent in the form of an email to journalists.
The rule of thumb is to keep the pitch short and
sweet. The media often receive hundreds of emails
a day, so it’s essential to lead with a news “hook” to
grab the journalist’s attention and get them interested
in learning more. Try asking a question, stating an
interesting fact or providing a strong quote to help
your pitch stand out.
It’s also a good practice to address the most
important information in the up front section of
your pitch, which includes the “who,” “what,” “where,”
“when” and “why” of your story angle. State your
reason for contacting the journalists and tell them why
you think your topic is relevant. Try to think like a
reporter.
Here are some other tips for successfully drafting a
pitch:
■■ Don’t use technical jargon. Rather, write in layman’s
terms.
■■ Make it personal. Demonstrate you’ve done research
by referencing a journalist’s previous coverage.
■■ Include photos and links to additional information.
The less work a journalist has to do to find out
about your business, the better chance you have of
generating interest.
www.npmapestworld.org

Hit “Send”
Once you’ve drafted a professional, polished pitch, it’s
time to send it to the contacts on your target media
list. With email, you only have a second to grab the
recipient’s attention, so it’s important to include a
catchy subject line that summarizes your story idea.
Also, be sure to list your contact information at
the bottom of the email, so the reporter can reach
you if he/she has questions or would like to set up
an interview. And as tempting as it may be to send
the same single email to multiple recipients, send
individual, personalized emails to each and every
contact. This will go a long way in a) getting your
pitch read, and b) establishing a good relationship
with the reporter.
Follow Up
If you haven’t heard a response from a reporter within
a few days after sending a pitch, don’t give up. Tenacity
is key with pitching the media. However, it’s important
to understand that there’s a difference between being
persistent and overbearing. If you decide to directly call
a reporter rather than follow up via email, make sure
you are prepared with a 30-second verbal pitch about
your story idea. Start the conversation by asking them
if they have a few minutes to talk. This shows that you
are being cognizant of their time. Often, a reporter
will ask you to email them the information, so just
resend the original pitch with a note thanking them for
speaking with you on the phone.
Even if your pitch doesn’t result in a media
placement with the reporter, continue to keep in
contact by occasionally sending them new story ideas.
The Bottom Line
Media pitching is just like pitching in baseball—if
you want to get better at it, you need to practice. The
more you communicate with the media, the more
comfortable you will become. Sometimes you will
strike out, but eventually you will hit a homerun. If you
follow some of these media relations tips, you’re sure to
get good results.
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Missy Henriksen is the vice president of public affairs for
the National Pest Management Association and executive
director of the Professional Pest Management Alliance.
She can be reached at mhenriksen@pestworld.org.
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BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

2013 PEST MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY

FORECAST

I

n an effort to better understand business trends in the pest management industry, the National Pest Management Association, with the
assistance of the Business Development Committee, recently created a series of 60-second snapshot surveys. This second survey focused
on PMP forecasts for the industry in 2013. After three weeks of the survey being available to participants, we have collected a total of 234
complete responses. We hope the following results and analysis will provide you insight on predictions for the industry this year. Thanks to all
those that participated in the survey.
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1 Responses by Company Size
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0
$250,000 or less
$250,001–$500,000
$500,001–$1,000,000
$1,000,001–$2,500,000
$2,500,001–$10,000,000
$10,000,001- $25,000,000
$25,000,001–$50,000,000
$50,000,001 and above
$100,000,000 and above

Responses by Years in Business

131 (56.00%)

Over 25 years

34 (14.50%)

15 years and up to 25 years

44 (18.80%)

5 years and up to 15 years

13 (5.60%)

3 years and up to 5 years
1 year and up to 3 years
Less than 1 year
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2 How do you feel the U.S.

3 How do you feel the U.S. economy

economy will do in 2013
(by years in business)?

4 How do you feel the overall pest

will do in 2013 (overall)?

management industry will do in 2013?

Less than 1 yr in Business
No Change

32%
no change
from last
year

0
1

Negative

2

Positive

42%
positively

1%

11%

39%

1 yr and up to 3 yrs in Business

36%

26%
negatively

4

No Change

6%

4% 3%

3

Negative

2

Positive

Decrease in Growth between 0%–4.99%
Decrease in Growth between 5%–9.99%

3 yrs and up to 5 yrs in Business
No Change

Decrease in Growth between 7%–9.99%

1

Negative

Decrease in Growth by 10% or more

5 How do you feel your company

4

Increase in Growth between 0%–4.99%

will do in 2013?

8

Positive

100

Increase in Growth between 5%–9.99%
Increase in Growth between 7%–9.99%

39.7%

Increase in Growth by 10% or more

5 yrs and up to 15 yrs in Business

13

No Change
Negative

No Change
80

29.9%

11
20

Positive

60

19.7%
15 yrs and up to 25 yrs in Business

10
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0
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No Change
Negative
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6 What is your company forecast for
staffing levels in 2013 (overall)?

56.4%

150

90

$251,000–$500,000

43

12

No Change

0

Decrease

20

Increase

0
10

Increase

1.3%
Remain at
current levels

Increase staff

0

$250,000 or less

Decrease

60
30

7 What is your company forecast for staffing levels in 2013 (by company size)?

No Change

42.3%

120

Decrease
staff

»

$500,001–$1,000,000

the number of services you offer in
2013, like lawn care, mosquito, bed
bugs, fumigation or wildlife?

2%

14

No Change
Decrease

8 Do you intend to increase or decrease

$1,000,001–$2,500,000

1

Decrease

26

Increase

$2,500,001–$5,000,000

Decrease

34%

1
35

Increase

$5,000,001–$15,000,000

8

No Change

15

No Change

4

No Change

1

Decrease

27

Increase

1
9

Increase

64%
$15,000,001–$25,000,000

1

No Change
Decrease service offerings
Continue unchanged with current
service offerings
Increase service offerings

9 How do you feel state and federal
139

120

Decrease

3

0
2
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for 2013 (overall)?

131

90

75

90
60

0

0

10 What area do you see as the biggest opportunity for growth in your business
150

120

2

No Change

Increase

regulations of products will impact the
pest management industry in 2013?
150

30
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0
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11 What area do you see as the biggest opportunity for growth in your business for 2013 (by company size)?
$251,000–$500,000

$5,000,001–$15,000,000

$15,000,001–$25,000,000

1

4

Housing Starts

Other

5
Internal Growth

8

New Markets

4
Other

2
Housing Starts

2

8
New Markets

1

Acquisitions

Housing Starts

3

Acquisitions

33

Other

4
Internal Growth

Other

Internal Growth

New Markets

$2,500,001–$5,000,000

3

New Markets

8

4

Acquisitions

8
Housing Starts

15

$1,000,001–$2,500,000

24

10

28

Acquisitions

$500,000–$1,000,000

Internal Growth

$250,000 or less

$50,000,001–$100,000,000

23
1

0

1
Other

New Markets

Acquisitions

0

Housing Starts

0

Internal Growth

2
Other

Internal Growth

0

1
Housing Starts

2
New Markets

1
Acquisitions

Acquisitions

to growth for your business in 2013?

0
Other

Other

12 What do you see as the biggest barrier

0
Housing Starts

1

9
Internal Growth

1

3
New Markets

1
Housing Starts

Internal Growth

6
New Markets

Acquisitions

4

13 In a couple words, give us your forecast for the industry in 2013?

(The larger the font size in the below wordle, the more times the word
was mentioned by respondents).

Economy / 85 / 36.30%
Recruitment of Qualified Workers / 42 / 18.00%
Other/ 26 / 11.10%
Taxes / 25 / 10.70%
Health Care / 24 / 10.30%
Increased DIY Competition / 17 / 7.30%
Fuel Costs / 9 3.90%
Housing / 3 / 1.30%
Energy Costs / 2 / 0.90%
Union Labor Costs / 1 / 0.40%
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PEST FOCUS

COMMON NAME: ODOROUS HOUSE ANT
SCIENTIFIC NAME: TAPINOMA SESSILE (SAY)
BY WILLIAM KOLBE, BCE
VIKING PEST CONTROL
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T

he odorous house ant is fast becoming one of
the most commonly encountered ant species
throughout the U.S. It has been recognized
as having the widest geographic range and greatest
ecological tolerance of any ant in North America. The
odorous house ant has the ability to produce such
large numbers that it forces other ant species out
of their natural area by out-competing for natural
resources such as food and colony nesting areas.
It is a native species that occurs throughout the
United States and ranges from Canada to Mexico but
is rarely found in the southwestern desert areas. It has
been found as sea level and in areas located at 11,000
feet above sea level.
It is a small monomorphic (one sized worker)
ant approximately 1/8” (2.4 to 3.3 mm length).
The thorax is uneven and the node is hidden by
the abdomen; barely visible. It has a 12-segmented
antenna with no club. When crushed gives off
peculiar odor similar to rotten coconut
Odorous house ant colonies contain multiple
queens. Colonies can reach 10,000’s to 500,000 in
population. They easily form satellite colonies and
are not aggressive. They will share workers, brood
and food and forage trails. Field colonies are known
to “bud” if disturbed mechanically or induced
chemically by the use of repellent insecticides.
Odorous house ants are usually found outdoors
as this is their preferred habitat. They are adaptive
and opportunistic nesters and exploit many habitats.
Outside they build shallow nests in soil, logs, stumps,
under stones, leaves, firewood, boards, beneath bark
and inside hollow voids of dead or decaying limbs of
trees. They are often found under rocks, landscape
paving stones, lawn ornamentation, and downspout
water diverters. Make sure you look under these areas
around structures. They will move indoors to avoid
perils of inclement weather such as heavy rain, cold
temperatures or drought conditions. In structures nests
are built in wall voids, around hot-water pipes and
heaters, beneath floors, crawl spaces, and almost any
areas where the opportunity presents them to build a
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colony or satellite colony. They can be found foraging
in temperatures as low as 50 degrees Fahrenheit. They
will forage during the day as well as the night.
They prefer sweet-based foods and honeydew
from homopterous insects such as aphids,
leafhoppers, scale insects,
etc. has been their primary
food source long before
man made sucrose type
sweets. They will feed
on proteins, grease and dead and live insects.
Like most ants they tend to change their food
preferences in early spring, summer and winter,
switching from proteins after over-wintering to
carbohydrates and sugars in summer months.
Control starts with identification and then a
thorough inspection to determine the extent of
infestation of odorous house ants. Special attention
must be made to outdoor areas, indoor areas and
particular attention to areas outside and away
from the structure. This ant can be classified as
arboreal (living in trees, shrubs, bushes and outdoor
plantings), subterranean (soil areas beneath mulch
and ground cover), and structural (in homes,
offices and building) and since large numbers are
encountered, PMPs may not obtain complete control
just by treating in and around the perimeter of the
structure. Control considerations may include lawn
and tree applications when numbers in the hundreds
of thousands are encountered.
Control strategies: A
combination approach is
probably the best method to
eliminate these ants. Protein
and sugar based ant baits
are effective tools for control; however keep in mind
these ants will change their feeding habits throughout
the year and prefer natural foods they find outdoors.
Using baits out away from the structure in the
summer could draw ants away while using baits in
the winter months inside could help control indoor
colonies. Non-repellent insecticides for interior and
www.npmapestworld.org

summer months. It is best to use an outdoor product
that is registered for lawn, tree and shrub use and that
is as non-repellent as possible. Also check with your
State Pesticide Enforcement bureau to see if additional
training, licensing and or certification are necessary
when applying pesticides to lawns, trees and shrubs.

exterior applications are indicated for odorous house
ants as repellent materials can cause them to move or
“budding of the colony”.
If large numbers of odorous house ants are found on
trees, shrubs and landscape, you may have to consider
treating these areas. This really depends on what you find
during your inspection; especially when you determine
the numbers of odorous house ants you are dealing
with. You can get excellent initial control of odorous
house ants but extremely large numbers of ants can wear
down and or overcome residual insecticides just placed
around the perimeter of structures. If you encounter
this situation you should consider using insecticides
in lawn areas where large numbers of ants are trailing
or nesting and especially in trees, shrubs and plantings
where odorous house ants are typically found in the
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William A. Kolbe, BCE is the Director of Technical and
Training Services for Viking Pest Control, Bridgewater
NJ. Bill started in the Pest Management Industry after
graduating from the University of Delaware in 1974
with a degree in Entomology/Ecology. He has served as
Chairman of the NPMA Rodent Committee, Copesan
Technical Committee Chairman, Pi Chi Omega Board
of Directors and was the editor of Chapter 14: Flies of the
Mallis Handbook of Pest Control 9th Edition.
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hen I received the e-mail in January
2013 for our upcoming family reunion, I
realized only one of my grandmother’s five
children remained—my Mom’s brother, Dan. It was
very important that my wife and I make the six hour
drive from Ringgold, GA to Enid, MS to attend. My
grandparents were a hard-working Southern family
who made their living farming. Farm life dominated
the lives of the five children along with their strong
faith. In fact, the Enid Church of Christ was established
in 1921 by my great-grandparents and is just across the
narrow, country road from my grand-parents home.
Distant relatives continue to live nearby. My grandparents had five children and as they graduated from
high school other interests drew them away from the
farm. The two daughters became school teachers, one
son a bookkeeper, and the other two sons became
Church of Christ ministers. The small church and my
grand-parents home in Enid remained the center of
family visits, reunions, and funerals.
After the reunion, I went into one of the class
rooms to change into my blue jeans for the trip
back to Georgia when, as a third generation pest
management professional, you can imagine my
shock to see visible termite tubes on the walls of
the class room we were using to change clothes. My
wife overlooked them as she was reconnecting with
relatives she seldom sees, but I quickly assessed the
situation and realized Reticulitermes flavipes, the
most widespread termites in the Southern states
were well on their way to causing structural damage
to our family’s small historic church. I realized
someday I would be gone but I would not let our
legacy be destroyed by termites. My next thought
was how could I correct the situation and stop the
termites. After our quick tour of my grandparent’s
old home place across the road, we were headed
home to Georgia. I had plenty of time to think
about getting the problem at the church resolved,
the termites under control and the best way to get
this accomplished.
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I returned home and was busy with daily activities
at my company, Enviroguard Pest Solutions, but
the image of the visible and growing termite tubes
appeared in my head all too frequently, especially as
I was managing termite control jobs for my business,
most of whom with significantly less damage or
visible signs of termites. My wife sensed my angst and
growing anxiety about the little tiny country church
in Enid, MS, and said to stop what I was doing and to
fix the problem. She was also tired of me reminding
her that in addition to being a business professor she
is also a licensed pest control operator and shouldn’t
have missed the active termites. She took the kidding
well but she also knew the church had no funds for
such improvements. While I was more than willing
to pay a Mississippi pest control colleague to perform
the termite work, I felt personally called to do the job
myself. That same weekend, I found a brochure for
the NPMA Southern Conference in Tunica, MS. The
brochure was buried at the bottom of a pile of other
work on my desk. The conference, only 60 miles from
the Enid, MS church, provided the perfect scenario for
a return visit to Mississippi and to do something about
the termites at the Enid church. Depending on what
I found, I’d also have fellow PMPs nearby to help and
vendors with additional equipment and supplies.
I loaded up a work truck with all the necessary
equipment to get the work done and headed out.
The week before I enlisted two of my three brothers
to join me in this endeavor, they lived only an hour
away in Southaven, MS. One older brother, Stanley,
had worked in the family pest control business in
Memphis in the past but my oldest brother Steve
remarked this was the first termite treatment he had

Enid MS Church of Christ
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documented it as well. The treatment couldn’t wait
until we had another reunion.
Luckily the termite activity was localized in the
one class room—the slab had cracked and every PMP
knows the rest of the story. When we left, the only
visible signs remaining were the brown stains on the
white walls where we brushed down the termite tubes.
With the job done, on the long drive home I felt
tired but at peace for the first time since the reunion.
Mission accomplished. My company will have many
termite jobs in the coming months and we pride

Visible termite tubes on the interior walls.

ourselves on always providing the best quality work
for our customers, but the urgency of treating the

witnessed. Yet both brothers and I seemed to share
the urgency of eliminating the termites, preserving

Enid, MS church had more pressure that any termite

the church, and although not stated, preserving our

work I’ve done in the past 30 years. I also realized

fragile family heritage. Steve, the oldest brother had

I had just disproved the Turkish proverb that “the

just retired and this milestone confirmed the passage

plumber’s house always leaks.” Now the termite man’s

of time even more. The photos from the reunion

family church no longer has termites.
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